
Mobile phone game "Forge of Empires"
might possibly be the most accurate
society simulation game ever

Mobile game 'Forge of Empires' launched in 2012

currently has over 50 million players according to

alistdaily.com. This game has been helping the

Davidson School grade 9s learn about societies,

civilizations and empires by handing the power to

the students to create an empire and learn about the

perspective of being an emperor/empress. Grade 9

student Farrah Low was interviewed to get a closer

look into the game. Low says "The first thing you

need to start your empire are homes for your

civilians as well as work shops to produce

resources." Farrah also explained along with the

resources, you can use them, along with forge

points to continue 'research' which helps you move

into new levels and unlock new buildings. You can

also use resources to trade and negotiate land, or

trade with other players if there is a specific

resource you need or are lacking. Resources vary

depending on the era/level you are on, Farrah is

currently coming to the end of Iron Age and some

resources unlocked in this age include cloth, ebony,

jewelry, iron and limestone.
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An important aspect of the game is that not only the details are

realistic but so is the natural environment. We asked Farrah

about the small details of an empire that the game captures.

"The surrounding area your empire is built on, is a plateau area,

which looks to be on a peninsula with some large rocks, it

reminds me of the Roman empire" While playing Forge of

Empires Low had to make some decisions for the empire such

as choosing to send her troops for new land but then risked

loosing her army and had to 'produce' more army, costing her

empire. In the end she conquered the new land successfully so

she could build more structures. You must consider the

happiness of your empire and build decorations or statues as

well as being sure all buildings have access to roads which

boosts happiness and leads to +20% coin boost. This can also

connect to a real ancient empire because just like the game, if

people weren't happy it meant chaos for the society.



"I would say I am a good leader" Farrah states "But

I tend to play it safe because I'm scared to take risks

for the empire even if it's what's best. I like to play it

safe which is probably good for my empire so my

actions are predictable and not stressful for

civilians" Farrah plays it safe by not battling for land

when she has low amounts of  soldiers or spending

lots of money and be left with little amounts so she

can balance economy in her empire. Forge of

Empires is very comparable to an ancient

civilization because it covers almost all aspects of

the elements of society. The missing elements are

"following the same political authority" and "have a

set of identifiable values." (information learned in

Social 9) However those elements are hard to

include but FOE demonstrates the ones they can

well; an example of a institution in Forge of

Empires is the school building. Or there are people

who work at the different resource workshops to

help the community. We asked Farrah about

collaborating with other FOE players, "The name of

my guild I joined is Une Ukraine where you can

work together, and put in forge points and supplies

to get higher on the world charts. You can gain more

power by participating in guild expedition

challenges which are mini games. I trade lots within

my guild to support my team and get materials I

need/lack." Different items have different values

depending on how much they cost to produce and

what age that good is used in. For example six

jewelry are equivalent to 3 honey, because honey

costs more to make in the Iron Age than jewelry.

A comparable situation to ancient times to Forge of

Empires would be the option to invade and conquer new

land, either through trade or battle, there are different

types of soldiers that are accurate to history such as men

on horses in Rome. (History.com) Students could learn a

lot by just playing the game such as trading, conquering

or trading land, building institutions to benefit the

community, trading resources and the evolution of

technology and building styles as you progress through

the different areas. Farrah's opinion is that Forge of

Empires game relates strongly to what she has learned in

social class but she would suggest adding that you would

be able to pick from a few different government styles

such as dictatorship or direct democracy where citizens

can vote to go to war or to add a new building. Farrah's

final opinion states she is very impressed by the

organization and the thought put into this game.
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